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Abstract

Addresses one of the fundamental issues of e-marketing: how to

attract and win over the consumer in the highly competitive

Internet marketplace. Analyses the factors affecting the online

consumer’s behavior and examines how e-marketers can

influence the outcome of the virtual interaction and buying

process by focusing their marketing efforts on elements shaping

the customer’s virtual experience, the Web experience.

Identifying the Web experience components and understanding

their role as inputs in the online customer’s decision-making

process are the first step in developing and delivering an

attractive online presence likely to have the maximum impact on

Internet users. Click-and-mortar firms delivering superior Web

experience influence their physical clients’ perceptions and

attitudes, driving additional traffic to traditional sales outlets.

Provides a contribution to the theoretical debate around the

factors influencing the online consumer’s behavior and outlines

some noticeable similarities and differences between the

traditional and virtual consumers.
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The consumers” buying behavior has been always

a popular marketing topic, extensively studied and

debated over the last decades while no

contemporary marketing textbook is complete

without a chapter dedicated to this subject. The

predominant approach, explaining the

fundamentals of consumer behavior, describes the

consumer buying process as a learning,

information-processing and decision-making

activity divided in several consequent steps:

(1) Problem identification.

(2) Information search.

(3) Alternatives evaluation.

(4) Purchasing decision.

(5) Post-purchase behavior (Bettman, 1979; Dibb

et al., 2001; Jobber, 2001; Boyd et al., 2002;

Kotler, 2003; Brassington and Pettitt, 2003).

A distinction is frequently made between high and

low involvement purchasing, implying that in

practice the actual buying activity can be less or

more consistent with this model, depending on the

buyer’s perceived purchasing risks. High or low

degree of involvement is also a question of buyer

experience; products purchased for the first time,

in general, require more involvement than

frequently purchased products (Boyd et al., 2002).

Next to identifying the steps of the buying

process and the potential role of marketing in each

stage, marketers are eager to comprehend how

purchasing choices and decisions are made, how

consumers are likely to react to innovation and

how to predict the outcome of the customer-

vendor interaction (Davis et al., 1989; Ajzen,

1991; Legris et al., 2003).

Most academics and practitioners agree that

demographic, social, economic, cultural,

psychological and other personal factors, largely

beyond the control and influence of the marketer,

have a major effect on consumer behavior and

purchasing decisions (Harrell and Frazier, 1999;

Czinkota et al., 2000; Czinkota and Kotabe; 2001;

Dibb et al., 2001; Jobber, 2001; Boyd et al., 2002;

Solomon and Stuart, 2003). Despite their

incapacity to exercise any substantial influence on

the above factors, marketers can have some

bearing on the outcome of the buying process by

engaging different marketing tools, the most

prominent being the 4Ps – product, price, place

and promotion – also known as the marketing mix

(Borden, 1964; McCarthy, 1964). While the value

and current standing of the mix as a marketing

toolkit is frequently disputed (Dixon and Blois,

1983; Grönroos, 1994; Gummesson, 1997;

Goldsmith, 1999) marketing practitioners

nonetheless widely deem the 4Ps as the tools that

can influence the consumer’s behavior and the

final outcome of the buyer-seller interaction

(Kotler and Armstrong, 2001; Kotler, 2003;

Brassington and Pettitt, 2003).
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